first class
Holding court

Spanish Tennis ace juan carlos ferrero
is already planning for a future away
from centre court with the opening
of his first hotel venture, the very
stylish, very luxurious, 12-suite hotel
ferrero in bocairent, spain. Visit
www.hotelferrero.com for details.

Clean and green

Murchison-Hume is a new, premium
range of organic, Australian housekeeping
products – fragrance-free if you choose
– that are completely eco-friendly and
look fabulous. The Classic Six comes in
a timber caddy – renewable, of course –
and includes everything from a furniture
spritzer to a food-safe surface spray.
Visit www.murchison-hume.com

places to go, things to see
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little
it It bags are undoubtedly it, but they are
not very tourist-attraction friendly: altogether too heavy and

cumbersome. Next time you are planning a spot of
sightseeing in Paris or an expedition through
the souks of Marrakech consider Cartier’s
very chic and very petite Marcello
de Cartier Pouch, $930, which can
accommodate credit cards, loose change,
maps and lip gloss while staying safely
anchored to your arm via a wrist strap.

reading …
Three new books to suit all tastes:
in Cooking at Home (Lantern,
$55), Karen Martini puts together
inspiring recipes for inundated
cooks; Feast Bazaar (Murdoch
Books, $39.95) is a travel journey
through the fragrant cuisines of
India, Morocco and Syria by chef
Barry Véra; and Tree to Table
by Patrice Newell (Penguin, $60)
tracks the culinary journey of the
olives the author grows in the
Hunter Valley, New South Wales.
224 WWW.VOGUE.COM.AU

… the divine MOR Tea Cup Candles,
$50 each, which come in three beautiful
designs and fragrances: Cherry Blossom,
Jasmine Tea and Peony Flower.

travel junkie
Aerin Lauder

Beauty essentials? “I always pack
Estée Lauder Re-Nutriv Sun Supreme
Lip Balm and a hydrating moisturiser;
and when I arrive at any destination
I have a hot bath and apply Hydra
Complete Gel Mask – it’s fantastic
after a long flight. For my lips, I carry
Pure Colour Gloss in Quartz at all
times, along with my bronzer, which is essential for a lovely,
healthy glow. On holidays, I cover my kids in Clinique suncream;
it’s imperative to look after children’s skin from an early age.”
Suitcase essentials? “Every woman should pack a pair of
dark jeans – they’re classic and incredibly versatile – plus a great
pair of black heels. I also like Elizabeth Hurley Beach, Marc
Jacobs sunglasses and Eres swimwear.” Favourite spa?
“While I enjoy massages, I just don’t have time for spa
experiences; when I’m not working, I’m with my kids. But I do
love the manicures and pedicures at Kenneth Salon in New York.”
Favourite hotel? “I love a great hotel and just being looked
after, even if it’s something as simple as ordering a pizza from
room service. In Los Angeles, I always stay at The Beverly Hills
Hotel; in New York, The Carlyle; and in London, Claridge’s. The
Little Nell in Aspen is gorgeous, too, and has amazing service.”
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Can’t live
without …

